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U.S. and Cuban delegations met in Havana Friday to “focus on setting priorities for the next 

steps in the normalization process,” according to the Miami Herald. They set up a “steering 

committee in the rapprochement process” expected to hold regular meetings. The process was 

laid out last month after the American flag was raised at the newly-opened U.S. embassy in 

Havana. Secretary of State John Kerry noted on the occasion that “the road of mutual isolation 

that the United States and Cuba have been travelling is not the right one, and that the time has 

come for us to move in a more promising direction.” The Obama administration has since 

announced loosening of restrictions that would permit American citizens to travel to Cuba on 

both commercial flights and cruise ships. 

Superficially, it would seem that U.S. policy has moved away from a half-century of economic 

warfare, terrorism, subversion, and interference in the internal affairs of the nation American 

politicians have long considered a “natural appendage” of the United States, which would fall 

into the U.S. orbit like an apple from a tree, as John Quincy Adams once said. 

If U.S. policy makers had indeed abandoned this attitude and actually moved in a more 

promising direction, it would mean they finally decided to engage their counterpart as Cuban 

Minister of Foreign Affairs Bruno Rodríguez stated his government was willing to with the 

United States itself: “through a dialogue based on mutual respect and sovereign equality, to a 
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civilized coexistence, even despite the differences that exist between both governments, which 

makes it possible to solve bilateral problems and promote cooperation and development of 

mutually beneficial relations, just as both peoples desire and deserve.” 

But despite extending formal diplomatic courtesies and speaking in a more conciliatory tone, the 

Obama administration has demonstrated behind the scenes that it does not intend to demonstrate 

mutual respect or recognize sovereign equality. 

As the delegations met on Friday, Obama quietly renewed Cuba’s status as an “enemy” under the 

Trading With the Enemy Act (TWEA) of 1917. Under this Act, utilized against Cuba by every 

President since John F. Kennedy in 1962, the government issues the Cuban Assets Control 

Regulations to set the terms of the embargo (more accurately described by Cuba and the United 

Nations as a blockade). 

By extending this enemy designation, the Obama administration is reserving the right to dictate 

the terms of the embargo, rather than allowing Congress to do so under the 1996 Helms-Burton 

Act. While Obama has shown himself more willing than Congress to relax some punitive and 

illegal aspects of the embargo than the current Congress, by continuing to define Cuba as an 

enemy he is both sending an hostile signal to Cuba and employing a transparent legal fiction. 

An “enemy” in the TWEA is specified as a government with which the U.S. is at war, as 

declared by Congress. Congress has never declared war on Cuba. They have not declared war on 

any country since Japan in 1941. 

While it may be true that renewing the TWEA against Cuba may be more beneficial to Cuba by 

granting the executive branch greater flexibility, the fraudulent nature of the continued 

imposition of legal sanctions against Cuba should be emphasized. Though Obama has said U.S. 

policy against Cuba “has been rooted in the best of intentions,” it has in reality been rooted in 

vindictiveness and shrouded in legal distortions that continue to this day. 

At the same time, the flood of U.S. taxpayer dollars earmarked with the express purpose of 

regime change in Havana continues unabated. The fiscal year 2016 budget contains $30 

million for this purpose. 

One use of these funds is for a US propaganda agency to hire mercenaries to denigrate Cuban 

civil and political personalities. As Tracey Eaton notes in his blog Along the Malecón: “The U.S. 

government wants to hire entertainers who would produce ‘uniquely funny, ironic, satirical and 

entertaining’ comedy shows targeting Cuban officials, politicians and others on the island. The 

Office of Cuba Broadcasting, which runs Radio & TV Martí, is looking for a team that would 

produce 10 30-minute comedy sketch shows.” 

The infamous Radio Martí has been broadcasting John Birch Society type propaganda from 

Miami into Cuba since the 1980s. The U.S. has continued to fund the station, despite its being 

declared illegal by the Cuban government. One wonders how the U.S. government itself would 

react if the Russian or Chinese government financed a program lambasting Obama, Kerry, and 

other Americans for political gain while disguising it as organically developed entertainment? It 
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is not likely they would view a strategic attack created and financed abroad, rather than being a 

homegrown political expression of dissent, as protected free speech. 

USAID, after being exposed for its subversive Cuban Twitter program “ZunZuneo“, which 

sought to sow discontent and stir unrest among the Cuban population, and its effort to co-

opt Cuban hip hop artists, announced last week that it is seeking three program managers to be 

awarded six-figure salaries. 

Eaton writes that the job description calls for “experience in the areas of democracy promotion, 

human rights, civil society development” and that candidates must obtain a “secret” security 

clearance. It is not hard to imagine that these highly compensated program managers would 

likely be implementing similar covert programs to destabilize Cuban society and attempt to turn 

its citizens away from the Revolution. 

The National Endowment for Democracy (NED) – an arm of US foreign policy that overtly 

carries out programs that previously were undertaken covertly by the CIA – is also hiring a 

Program Officer to work on NED’s “Cuba grants program” and “developing the Endowment’s 

strategy for Cuba.” Unlike the USAID positions, which are indicated to be in Washington, this 

position would require “regular field visits.” 

Cuban blogger and former State Security Agent Percy Francisco Alvarado Godoy writes that the 

position is for “someone in charge of mounting all types of subversion against the Cuban 

government on behalf of the NED… completely illegal, meddlesome, and violative of our 

sovereignty and, therefore, will not admit any of his activity in our territory.” 

It is clear that the U.S. continues to act towards Cuba with utter disregard for mutual respect and 

sovereign equality despite the formalities uncritically accepted by mainstream media as true 

normalization. By looking beyond the face value of the words of American officials, one can’t 

help but recognize that relations are anything but normal. Until the U.S. government recognizes 

that normal cannot include sanctioning, illegally occupying, and spending tens of millions of 

dollars on subversion and interference in another country’s internal affairs, “normalization” 

remains nothing more than a vacuous abstraction. 
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